Dear students of the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering,

slowly we are moving towards the end of the semester and with that the questions around the exams become more and more exciting.

First of all, an important note: even though this semester was different in many ways from what is usually the case, one thing remains the same - for the exams you have to register at HIS. And this applies to all forms of exams, i.e. not only the written exams, but also practical exercises, seminars or the replacement for the ET practical exercise! Registration starts on **Monday, 22.06.20** and runs until **Sunday, 05.07.20**!

In this context, once again my urgent appeal: Take exams with what goes! Nothing can go wrong - if you have a bad day somewhere, you can give the exam back. I.e. you have never been able to close gaps in the grade structure as risk-free as in this examination period ;-)

And after the replacement for the ET practical exercise was mentioned above: It starts next Monday (early afternoon) and you can find the whole thing at [https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/opal/auth/RepositoryEntry/24347312132?4](https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/opal/auth/RepositoryEntry/24347312132?4) where the procedure will be explained in detail in the announcements.

What else is important?

- For the professional internship, the "notice board" with offers for corresponding work in the Opal course for the professional internship ([https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/opal/auth/RepositoryEntry/23156424707/](https://bildungsportal.sachsen.de/opal/auth/RepositoryEntry/23156424707/)) is meanwhile already well filled with topics from different areas! So it should be easy to find a corresponding work...

- The rooms for the attendance exams and also the time slots for the online exams are currently being distributed. The first week of exams seems to have already been cleared, the rest will follow. You can get the information about when and where the exams take place directly from the lecturers or in the corresponding Opal courses.

- Important - according to the current status, all examinations will be able to take place, i.e. you will be able to complete the semester in an orderly fashion!

So far so good, stay on the ball in your studies and stay healthy!

Stefan Odenbach